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WELCOME!

• Please mute yourself and turn off your camera

• This session is being recorded

• There will be time for questions using the Chat feature



The “work from home” revolution offers a unique opportunity to better 
position communities for success by ensuring local amenities, 
infrastructure and social offerings are in place to retain and attract an 
increasingly mobile workforce.







Monique Johnson
Chief Operating Officer
Better Housing Coalition

How do we define community, respond to the seismic shifts of 2020, and find 

the tools to help us be responsive to the diverse needs of our constituency? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
2020 was a difficult year for so mostEveryone has their own stories and everyone suffered (in some way) from the extraordinary shifts in our lives.Turned corner into 2021…Hopeful, excited, optimistic that 2021 will bring more ‘normalcy’ and consistencyBut can we go back to the way things were pre-2020?How will our work be forever changed as a result?



New connections established
Systems changed

Reimagined and deeper connection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this talk, challenge us all to consider the seeds that were plantedThe structural shifts that occurred and that will likely stay with us in ways that have not become obvious5, 10, 20 years from now people will remember…seeds planted, projects were started, connections established, realizations occurredWhat will we remember about how community was transformed?  I would dare say that…2020 presented an opportunityGive us a chance to: reimagine our notions/definition of community/community vibrancy.  Also a chance for us to be introspective and analyze, ‘what has been our contribution?’  And to examine, ‘where have we fallen short and where do we need to reset and reimagine?’



How will 2020 impact notions of community? 
Who will define and design this in the future?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to posing the question, “how will 2020 impact our notion of community?”Also ask, “who will define/design this construct in the future?”Curate our sense of reality or notions and definitions: seeking out information that confirms what one already thinks. Rarely seek out perspectives that challenge existing perceptions and opinions. Applies also to our work as community developers – become our own echo chamberEx. Generally guided by a set of principles that seek to transform the external environment in a way that stimulates social, economic activity These principles planning, economic development, real estate development convergeThe mix or melting pot of those principles differ and uniquely applied from environment to environment but serve as a foundation



•Will what we have learned/experienced in 
2020 impact the effectiveness of those 
principles? 

•Will it shape how people engage? How 
people define community?  How we see our 
work?  How we see our roles?

•Will the context that informs our notions 
of community vibrancy collapse?  



Photographs by Wing Young Huie

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context collapse occurs when people, information, and norms from different settings meet to broaden community sharing a message with a wide cross section of stakeholders –bringing diverse stakeholders togetherPictures taken by the photographer and Minnesota native Wing Young Huie started an ambitious project to document life across south Minneapolis, natives at its most beautiful and mundane—families at play; riding the bus, getting a hair cut, students at school—expressing their hopes and fearsStruck by these photos because they collapse the context of communityHow? Showing the diversity but also commonality of experiencesIn showing individual experiences, the community could see themselves in others/neighborsThis photographer broadens definition of community by highlighting shared experiencesWhat if we reimagined the work we do through the lens of context collapse?Particularly since the way that communities connect in the future may look and feel differentThat difference may have long lasting impacts on how people engage



• While context collapse brings diversity into the 
public square, context restoration to encourages 
connection

• What will it mean for context collapse to bring 
diverse and informative voices together and context 
restoration to facilitate intimate conversations?

Pexel, Dawn Lio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would that mean for the work?While context collapse brings all that diversity into the public square, we will also need context restoration to encourage more intimate conversations and connection



“Community is based on reciprocity of 
emotion and relation between 
individuals sharing a common vision of 
the possibilities and potentialities of all”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I believe that the iterative process of context collapse + context restoration will redefine notions of community vibrancy There may be a new set of challenges we will face community development but there are also opportunities to see the work differently and to prioritize our inputs, activities and outcomes in a way that could broaden impactThat means that in addition to thinking about transforming external environments, we may need to spend some time thinking about the vibrancy of our internal environments, work places, organizations, etc.



vibrant environments

Attracts investments, provides 
opportunities, and creates lively spaces to 
support a diversity of experiences.

As community developers, are we as
focused on both the internal
environments we create as well as the
external environments that we are
impacting?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, in order to level set, a very broad definition of community vibrancy: Attracts investments, provides opportunities, and creates lively spaces to support a diversity of experiences.Those environments are made up of networks and nodes, where the communities that we create are a collection of households, workplaces, blocks, neighborhoods, public squares, and power structures etc. etc. Many moving parts and piecesWe serve as facilitators, helping groups of people reimagine what’s possible and then taking steps to facilitate that changeBefore we can do that, we need to make sure that we have the tools and resourcesAs CD, are we as focused on both the internal environments we create as well as the external environments that we are impacting? 



Place based principles

• Requires cross sector approaches
• Develops a shared understanding using data and lived 

experiences
• Develops shared outcomes that reflect local priorities
• Implements priorities through shared action with an iterative 

approach and monitor progress
• Applies formal approaches to evaluation to enable accountability 

and guide strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work that we do in external environments is guided by a set of principlesThese Place based principles guide the work of CD in some way shape or formCross sectorUse data and lived experiencesLocal prioritiesIterativeAccountability



Organizational culture principles

• Requires cross sector approaches
• Develops a shared understanding using data and lived 

experiences
• Develops shared outcomes that reflect local priorities
• Implements priorities through shared action with an iterative 

approach and monitor progress
• Applies formal approaches to evaluation to enable accountability 

and guide strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These principles can also be applied through the lens of our organizational culturesWithin organizations, in order to manifest the product or shift that we hope to, we must Operate within a organization where roles are clearly defined but where people work across disciplines to get work accomplishedWe are and will continue to be increasingly reliant on data (qualitative and quantitative) in how we develop priorities and strategyMaintain a focus on our employees and their evolving needs Collaborate, create, test, and monitor progress Ask, were we effective?  What was achieved?  Constantly evaluating impactI have learned, that the culture of the organizations doing the work directly impacts the outcomes



Customer 
Empathy

Broad 
repertoire

Learning 
mindset

Learning Culture = 
Learning Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would also offer that our org cultures should aspire to be learning cultureCustomer empathy = asking questions.  How are the needs of the community evolving?  Broad repertoire = studying other models.  Not just looking at organizations like your doing work like you are doing.  Are there lessons from larger cities that can be learned and applied? Are there new models of community engagement that may be helpful to consider in the socially distant world?  Learning mindset = Always something new to learn and apply.  What evolving social, economic, technological trends will inform community evolution?



The metaphor 
of a lens 
allows us to 
see our 
internal and 
external 
contexts in 
new and 
revealing 
ways.

 POLICIES

OUTCOMES

POWER

RELATIONSHIPS

SOLUTIONS

reframe the vision and theory of                                
community and culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
broadening our lens, can present an opportunity for us to reframe the vision and theories of community and culture Story: Recognize that community development in Richmond looks different that community development in small citiesBut from my experience, my work has been focused on solutions…as a lender..how can I bring $$ to solutions, as a nonprofit developer how can I help change the physical landscape and solve to affordable housing needsIn RVA, reframing causing us all to reflect on policies, outcomes, power in different waysFor example, policies…silos…regional housing policyFor example, power…more conversations occurring where we are asking “have we really given voice to the community needs and their lived experiences or are our well intentioned practices contributing to unintended consequences?”For example, outcomes…considering ‘how are we evaluating changes over time at both a micro and macro level?.  Property values?  Number of jobs created?  Is there value to micro level analysis of outcomes though the lens of the communities lived experiences?’Reframing, we can also reflect on how our organizations operate…Policies, outcomes, power, relationships, solutions – we have even more impact on/in these spaces 



Design Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we reframe?  What tools can we use to do so? Design thinkingWe sometime are led to believe that innovating is a mysterious creative process (as represented by the squiggly line)What design thinking says is that innovation is methodicalAnd by posing questions (is the problem human centered? Howe clearly do we understand the problem? What’s the level of uncertainty? What data is available?) and using a systematic process (what is? What if? What wows? What works?), we can innovate in our orgs and communities



Human-centered design thinking

Digitalmarketing.temple.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design thinking or human centered design allows one to develop solutions to problems by involving the human perspective in all steps of the problem-solving process.This is the model that many of us had to use pretty quickly in response to COVID and the subsequent quarantineEven if it wasn’t conscious For example, in our organization, once we had our footing somewhat we began the process of Understanding how the pandemic was impacting our residents.  Surveys and target outreach calls with specific questions to catalogue our findings.  1400 units.From there we were able to define the need.  Residents losing jobs, loved ones, virtual schooling challenges, etc.  Broad scope of needs and we zero’ed in on those that we were best suited to addressIdeate: if job loss is an issue and people can’t pay rent, how do we support them.  Before programs stood up at the state level, went to the community foundations and ultimately able to secure funds to stand up a rental assistance pool to support residents.  Record breaking speed.Prototype: we focused our attention on the most high risk properties and didn’t roll out immediately across the portfolio which allowed us to refine the prototype.Tested the model.  Were we going to set up a payment plan?  How much assistance and for how long?  How do we ascertain who really needs versus who may be taking advantage of an opportunity?  All those questions were still looming but we tightened up the program and parameters along the way.  Figured out some of the answers to these questions and the answers..Required us to pivot make adjustments.  Also receiving on the job feedback from residents, from funders to further refine and redefine our approach.Intuitively walking through the process; opportunities to use it with intentionality**Used this same approach with our internal operations as well to support our staff**In that case, my mantra to employees has been to, “extend grace and assume positive intent”



What are the opportunities for 
reimagining our communities 

internally & externally?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given those frameworks and ways of thinking….What are the opportunities for reimagining our communities internally and externally?



1. Stay in the question.

Live the questions.  Perhaps then…you will 
gradually, without even noticing it, live your 
way into the answer. --Rainer Maria Rilke

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stay in the questionWe all have a tendency to jump to solution mode far too quickly…design thinking approaches force you to live in this unclear and sometimes muddy place to get a better understanding.Difficult to do when things are constantly changing around us, want to find a solution to a particular problemI would argue that this is important but we need to qualify those answers so that we are prepared to pivot as new information becomes available or as the external environment shifts and requires us to rethink our solution2020 was a extraordinary example of this. Highlighted how important it is to stay agile and constantly ask, what if?



Staying in the questions

• How might COVID and the changes over 2020 impact 
our internal and external work?  

• How do we sustain momentum?  
• How do we make space for reflection and learning?
• Are there opportunities to rethink how we define 

success?
• Are there opportunities to redesign how we use 

tools?
• Who have our approaches benefitted?  Who has been 

left behind?  
• Can we broaden our work toward “both-and”  

strategies?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So some of the types of questions that we may be asking now and in the futureHow might COVID and the changes over 2020 impact our internal and external work?  How do we obtain or sustain momentum?  How do we make space for reflection and learning in the midst of constant change?Are there opportunities to rethink how we define success?Are there opportunities to redesign how we use tools?Who have our approaches benefitted?  Who has been left behind?  Where can we broaden our work toward “both-and”  strategies?



2. Search for higher ground

Too much information degrades the quality of 
our decision.

Cut through complexity and find nuggets of 
wisdom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search for higher groundDifficult in an environment not to get caught in the weeds where we have an extraordinary amount of data at our finger tips at any momentHowever, all of that information begins to degrade the quality of our decisions unless we are able to synthesize, question, challenge those conceptionsIn an environment where we absorb but don’t have as much opportunity to ponder or noodleThat pondering is what allows us to cut through complexity and see connections that we may not have identified otherwise



People are generating 2.5 quintillion bytes of data each 
day.
Nearly 90% of all data has been created in the last two 
years.
Unstructured data is a problem for 95% of businesses.
Big data will entirely depend on automated analytics 
systems by 2020.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With so much information at our fingertips, we’re adding to the data stockpile every time we turn to our search engines for answers.People are generating 2.5 quintillion bytes of data each day.Nearly 90% of all data has been created in the last two years.Unstructured data is a problem for 95% of businesses.Big data will entirely depend on automated analytics systems by 2020.



What does this mean for how 
our businesses operate and 
how we work?

• Our love affair with social media fuels data creation. 
• According to Data Never Sleeps 5.0 report, these are 

numbers generated every minute:

• Snapchat users share 527,760 photos
• More than 120 professionals join LinkedIn
• Users watch 4,146,600 YouTube videos
• 456,000 tweets are sent on Twitter
• Instagram users post 46,740 photos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our love affair with social media fuels data creation. According to Domo’s Data Never Sleeps 5.0 report, these are numbers generated every minute:Snapchat users share 527,760 photosMore than 120 professionals join LinkedInUsers watch 4,146,600 YouTube videos456,000 tweets are sent on TwitterInstagram users post 46,740 photosWhat does this mean and will it continue to mean for how our businesses operate and how we work?Does this mean that we need to get better at analyzing a boatload of data?  Do we need to up the ante on our analytics systems?Yes but it also mean that we need to relearn how to ask the most relevant questions so that we aren’t creating solutions looking for problems

https://web-assets.domo.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/17_domo_data-never-sleeps-5-01.png


3. Leave space for others to 
contribute

Communities want to be invited to be part of 
work in progress

Discovery creates a sense of ownership and 
inspires energy to be a part of something in 
the making

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leave space for others to contributeCommunities want to be invited to be part of a work in progressDiscovery process is what creates a sense of ownership and inspires people to be involved



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Love picLarger communities, sub communitiesNetworks and nodesDiversity in how we engage in spaces, how we create community, what we desire from our communities All want to feel grounded in our environmentsAs community developers, have the difficult responsibility to connecting the dots while people, requirements and converging interests change/evolve in these spaces that we have been charged to help cultivate



• Listening tours are underutilized
• Shows strength in vulnerability.
• The most innovative leaders know 
they can’t predict the future alone.

• Better listening makes for better 
collaboration.

• Powerful listening fosters co-
invention and partnership.

Don’t Talk, Just Listen

Pexel, Magda Ehlers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we leave space for others to contribute? Don’t Talk, Just ListenWithin orgs and in our communities we can cultivate a practice of using listening tours1. Listening tours are underutilized, so there are lots of ‘low-hanging fruit.’ The low-hanging fruit in a listening tour depends on the purpose of the tour. For instance, a listening tour intended to develop an understanding of the employee perspective on a certain topic2. Leaders who conduct listening tours show strength in vulnerability.In a moment when "innovation" and "disruption" are decidedly buzzwords, counter-cultural approaches are only natural. If we look beyond some of the dominant old-school attitudes in corporate culture, actively engaging empathy and sensitivity inside the workplace can offer new, dynamic leadership approaches.Listening, in its highest iteration, demands not only hearing words as they are spoken, but also attuning oneself to the concerns expressed.3. The most innovative leaders know they can’t predict the future — alone.No one person can imagine what might emerge in the future. Listening opens your lens of perception by expanding your perspective and blending your worldview with that of others. It begs the question, “What possibilities are emerging?”4. Better listening makes for better collaboration.Better listeners make better collaborators and, as such, better innovators.5. Powerful listening fosters co-invention and partnership.listening-focused approach is inherently humble; builds upon existing abundance.Augmenting what is already in motion with the help of those involved points toward what is possible. Innovation is better guided by understanding created from inquiry and trust developed amid collaboration.



4. Drill down to the essence

Satisficing—picking the least worst solution

Optimizing—finding the solution that best 
meets design criteria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drilling down to the essence and finding the solution that best meets criteriaSatisficing--Picking the least worst solution we can all agree on because we are stuck in our differences		Optimizing--Develop shared insight and ambitions BEFORE generating ideas and use data from experiments to determine action so that we can optimize outcomes



The essence reimagining

Value people and keep them the center
Lead with values and core competencies
Maintain role clarity
Embed routines and consistent communication
Define success and manage outcomes 
(dashboards, survey, operational metrics, 
dynamic performance management etc.)
Encourage cross collaborative teams 
Remain agile, pilot and pivot (MVP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we pull back the layers of data and research and lived experience…drilling down to the essence, here are some of the principles that can guide us as we reimagine our work internally and externally:Value people and keep them the centerLead with values and core competenciesMaintain role clarityEmbed routines and consistent communicationDefine success and manage outcomes (dashboards, survey, operational metrics, dynamic performance management etc.)Encourage cross collaborative teams Remain agile and pivot (MVP)



“I cannot live a grounded life without 
being grounded in a place.”

bell hooks
Photographs courtesy of Pexel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bell hooks is a writer and poet who wrote a book about her experiences growing up in a small town in Kentucky.  This quote from that book stuck with me and I believe highlights the importance of our work now and in the future.I cannot live a grounded life without being grounded in a place.The work of community development is so uniquely important to the life experiences of all people.Our mission is to support the creation of environments that serve as catalysts for stable and enriching experiences for peopleThe work is not often elevated but its critically importantSo I hope that each of you takes some time this year to think about the seeds that you can plant in your organizations first to stimulate energy around the possibilities and a culture that feels empowered to act with intentionality, engagement and creativityBecause those seeds can produce new growth and vibrancy that can have positive impacts on our communities in the future



THANK YOU!

Jan 18 | Inspirational Podcast

Melody Warnick, 
author of This Is 
Where You Belong: 
Finding Home 
Wherever You Are, 
explains the concept of 
place attachment

Feb 10 | Placemaking Webinar

Jeff Siegler, founder of Revitalize, or Die 
and founding partner of Proud Places, 
explains how much places shape our lives

Up next

Feb 15 | Inspirational Podcast

Laura Scherling, cofounder of 
GREENSPACENYC, a nonprofit 
collaborative that enlivens public spaces

Find more info at virginiamainstreet.com

http://www.virginiamainstreet.com/


THANK YOU!

Where to get help

dhcd.virginia.gov | virginiamainstreet.com

(804) 371-7171

cro@dhcd.virginia.gov

DHCD’s Community Revitalization Office (CRO)

Annie Arnest, CD Program Administrator

Sabrina Blackett, Program Administrator

Courtney Mailey, CD Program Administrator

Kyle Meyer, CD Program Administrator

Katherine Miller, Capacity Building Coordinator

Kate Pickett, Enterprise Zone Administrator

Zachary Whitlow, CD Program Administrator

Rebecca Rowe, Associate Director

Joy Rumley, Program Manager

Jessica Parker, Administrative Assistant

https://www.dhcd.virginia.gov/
https://virginiamainstreet.com/
https://www.facebook.com/vadhcd/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoCXjCq4hvqUxL3R5fgTXSw
https://twitter.com/vadhcd?lang=en
https://www.flickr.com/photos/99359430@N03/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/partners-for-better-communities-virginias-dhcd-podcast/id1488764560
mailto:annie.arnest@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:sabrina.blackett@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:courtney.mailey@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:Kyle.meyer@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:katherine.miller@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:katherine.pickett@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:zachary.whitlow@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:rebecca.rowe@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:joy.rumley@dhcd.virginia.gov
mailto:jessica.parker@dhcd.virginia.gov
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